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Part 1.
The Valley Preferred Cycling Center, also known as the Lehigh Valley Velodrome is a
professional cycling center located in Breinigsville, PA and serves as the Lehigh Valley's
main track 333 meter cycling stadium. The Velodrome is operated by "Velodrome Fund",
a non-profit organization that promotes competitive cycling, youth fitness, and adult
wellness activities for the Lehigh Valley.
Over the years, the Velodrome hosted various cycling championships, and the VPCC is the
home of the World Series of Bicycling. The Velodrome annually hosts the USA Cycling Elite
Nationals qualifying event, and also features a Cycling Hall of Fame.
Over the past 40+ years, the center introduced tens of thousands of people to cycling,
producing over 140 national champions, seven world champions, and three Olympic medalists
including Marty Nothstein, a three-time world champion in track events and an Olympic gold
and silver medalist.
Operator: Velodrome Fund, Inc.(a non-profit organization)
Capacity: 2,500 seated
Track: 333 meters (1,093ft.)
Surface: Concrete with concrete apron cast in place with up to 30 degree slopes
Opened: 1975
Significant Facility achievements: The Velodrome track qualified as a certified time-trial course
for the 1996 Olympics held in Atlanta, GA.
Project: The Valley Preferred Cycling Center
Contractor: Quinn Construction, Inc.
Owner: The Velodrome Fund, Inc
Engineer: Alfred Benesch & Co.
Materials: Sika USA
Casilio Concrete

Substantial Completion: March 28th, 2022
Performed by: Quinn 94%, sub 6%
--------------------------------------------------------------

A. Planning/Phasing, Design & Project Administration
1) SCHEDULING: With the facility operations occurring between the Spring to early Fall months,
the timeline required concrete demolition post cycling season, and the need to have highly
detailed sloped concrete slabs recast, routed & sealed, the installation of high performance
cementitious coatings, and precise track stripe & markings complete for season opening.
2) ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS: With the facility being an outdoors and open environment, no
additional considerations were required beyond silica dust control for the crews concrete
sawing, removal, and grinding operations.
3)COMMUNICATION: Communication on the project's timeline were very straightforward to
and from the project engineer to keep the facility informed of expectations.
4) PHASING: The phasing was truly minimal; other site activity and services were able to be
performed by the facility management in an organic fashion due to the open space of the
facility.
5) ADMINISTRATION: With the facility being operated by a non-profit organization, the success
of the project was dependant on the facility's caretakers being comfortable and confident that
the engineering firm and contractor were a good fit. Both the Engineering firm and the property
owners promoted open and direct dialog for preconstruction processes and the overall
expectations for completion.
6) QUALITY CONTROL: The levels and contours of the facility's track had to be corrected due to
failure in the concrete surface including concrete cracks, broken / sunken concrete slab
sections, sealant replacements, worn coatings, etc. the final finish to each component is vital to
the surface having the proper texture, elevation, and overall integrity for bicycle racing.
7) GENERAL DESIGN ISSUES: By nature, a racing bicycle track has no flat areas. From the starting
line to the finish line, the track is placed and maintained to millimeter tolerances that cannot be
deviated from without disruption to the speed, safety, and overall performance of the racers.
-------------------------------------------------------------B. Structural, Architectural, and Operational Improvements
1) STRUCTURAL IMPROVEMENTS: Issues with the track surfaces prior to restoration created
uneven lines of travel that may have impeded an athlete's performance and race results. These
factors included widened cracks that required repair and sealants, broken joint sections which
allowed portions of the track to sink up to a full inch, and the track's surface coating becoming
worn over time reducing the bite that racing tires need for proper traction.

2) ARCHITECTURAL IMPROVEMENTS: Once the structural repairs were completed, the track was
prepped and received multiple coats of a high grade cementitious coating which not only gave
it uniform aesthetic appeal, but greatly improved the surface's traction. The final component
was in having the track distance and guide striping recalculated and repainted for acquiring
precise time trial scores.
3) OPERATIONAL IMPROVEMENTS: As previously noted, the facility's imperfections most
certainly made an impact on the performance of the racing professionals. With the track being
returned to the sleek and solid contours it previously had, there is every reason to believe that
the end-users would greatly welcome the improvements.
4) HISTORIC CONSIDERATIONS: The typical minimum for a structure to receive Historic
consideration is 50 years, and there is every reason to believe Valley Preferred Cycling Center
(VPCC) would be a fine candidate for historic designation in the near future. In the mean time,
the operators are doing a fantastic job keeping its features current for the fast paced world of
professional bicycle racing.
-------------------------------------------------------------C. Technical Innovation
REPAIR TECHNIQUES: With a racing track that peaks out at 30 degrees, it's difficult enough to
stand on, let alone pour concrete with stringent levels and contours. Various concrete
placement techniques had to be established based on the challenging sections being repaired.
COMPLEX REPAIRS: Some of the replaced concrete panels are not even able to be consider
"flat" from a side to side perspective. Some are literally concave in that a straight edge pulled
uphill could not be accurately performed to the required specifications. Altered straight edges
were created and contours were built both by hand and trowel machine finishing techniques.
CORROSION CONTROL: Reinforcing restoration and/or replacement was provided to all areas
of exposed reinforcing. Prior to concrete replacement, rust inhibitors were also applied for
added protection.
WATERPROOFING: The surface coating selected offers a cement based material with modified
polymers providing a surface which promotes the traction desired for bicycle riding while
protecting the surface from chemical intrusion and harsh weather.
MATERIALS & SUPPLIERS: The project's design professional selected the Sika Corporation's
"SikaTop 144" as the best coating material to suit the facility's needs. With the ability to be
placed with very reasonable preparation, and a very straightforward application.

There was no difficulty in getting the proper coverage resulting in a beautifully consistent
coating. Additionally, Sika representation was first on-site to every critical day of installation
and facilitated excellent technical information for both owners and contractor.
-------------------------------------------------------------D. COSTS: The budget established for this project was approximately 20% higher than the bid
provided by our firm; a place where many projects would like to start.
As the project moved forward, there was cause for a total of three change orders. The first was
due to an additional area being selected for restoration, the second was an addition of
restoration due to unforeseen conditions, and the third was due to weather conditions making
it necessary to extend the project's duration. The final tabulation for the completed project still
ended up falling below the original projected budget.
PERMISSION OF PROJECT USE FOR AWARD:
Robert Stiffler <RobertStiffler@lehighcounty.org>
Thu 4/28/2022 12:31 PM
To: Horas, George M. <ghoras@benesch.com>
Cc: Michael Bonner

George,
If this email can due
Yes they can submit our project
Robert A. Stiffler, Director of Parks
County of Lehigh
610-871-0281

------------------------------------------------------------------On Apr 27, 2022 1:39 PM, "Horas, George M." <ghoras@benesch.com> wrote:
Horas, George M. <ghoras@benesch.com>
Wed 4/27/2022 1:39 PM

To: Robert Stiffler <RobertStiffler@lehighcounty.org>
cc: Michael Bonner
Bob,
Quinn would like to submit the Velodrome project for a concrete restoration award from ICRI. They need your
permission as detailed below. Please provide a reply as soon as you are able. I think it makes a lot of sense and
provides exposure to the facility that you and the County have invested significantly in.
Thanks,
George
George Horas, PE, VMALehigh Valley Division Manager | Senior Vice President
ghoras@benesch.com direct: 484-221-6783 mobile: 484-357-4571 office: 610-439-7066

Part 2.
PROJECT: The Valley Preferred Cycling Center
1151 Mosser Rd. Breinigsville, PA
BUDGET: $320,000.00
DURATION: 6 months
REPAIR SUMMARY:
Issues with the track surfaces prior to restoration created uneven lines of travel that may have
impeded an athlete's performance and race results. These factors included widened cracks that
required repair and sealants due to freeze / thaw cycle, broken joint sections which allowed
portions of the track to sink up to a full inch, and the track's surface coating becoming worn
over time reducing the friction the racing tires need for best cycling results.
The restoration approach was to isolate and demo the concrete panels of concern with use of
90 lb jackhammers, identify and restore any reinforcing including rust inhibitors, and section to
section structural integrity by use of steel dowels and high strength concrete.
With up to a 30 degree slope to much of the track and some of the selected panels have East to
West slope, great care was needed to recreate the necessary contours the track requires. These
critical elevations and contours were created by custom cut screeding edges for tools, power
trowel finish to some areas, hand placement to others, and detail grinding to further enhance
some of the contoured edges.
Surface preparation to receive the cementitious coatings required that the complete track and
portions of the apron be water-blasted to remove remnants from the previous coating. The
final preparation involved adhesion tests to be certain the new coating would pass all of the
checks for a proper coating to surface bond.
The coating manufacturer's representative was called in to approve the installation of the
coating materials as they were being provided. The finishing touch was the track striping layout
and painting to the proper specifications.
PROJECT HISTORY:
The Velodrome started as an initiative by Robert Rodale, a publisher and an Olympian, in the
early 1970s. Rodale became interested in cycling while competing in the Pan-American
Games in Winnipeg, Canada in 1967. In 1974 construction broke ground on the plot of land
that was owned by Bob Rodale and his wife, Ardath. The first race was held on October 12,
1975. The Velodrome was originally called the Lehigh County Velodrome.
In 1995, the center underwent a major $2.5M renovations in preparation for the 1996 Summer
Olympics cycling trials.[6] In 2008, extensive repairs and resurfacing were done to the
Velodrome.
In 2007, Valley Preferred Health Network bought the naming rights to the center, and the
Velodrome's name became Valley Preferred Cycling Center.

BEFORE PHOTOS / PREVIOUS CONDITION - previous surface with the worn coating

BEFORE PHOTOS / PREVIOUS CONDITION - structural integrity reduced by cracks and broken concrete

BEFORE PHOTOS / PREVIOUS CONDITION - severe concrete cracks needing restoration

PHOTOS OF RESTORATION IN PROGRESS - concrete placement with 1" slump concrete

PHOTOS OF RESTORATION IN PROGRESS - finishing required both machine and hand finishing

PHOTOS OF RESTORATION IN PROGRESS - new coating required moisture control

PHOTOS OF COMPLETED RESTORATION

PHOTOS OF COMPLETED RESTORATION

With the track now ready for the May 2022 start of the season, The Valley Preferred Cycling
Center is now prepared for the next 20 years of health, fitness, and racing for both families and
professionals.

